EMS AND ARMORACTIVE
Digital workplace technologies help people
work smarter, improve their experience,
and foster pride in being part of a ‘cool’
organisation.
The EMS Software™ and ArmorActive
partnership combines two integral
components of a digitised workplace—a
single, organisation-wide scheduling software
platform with a unique room-sign hardware
enclosure, creating an innovative, turn-key
conference room solution.

EMS SOFTWARE: ONE PLATFORM.
VAST CAPABILITIES.
EMS is the industry’s leading scheduling
platform—connecting people to spaces,
resources, services, and technology. Offering
the greatest depth and breadth of functionality
in the industry, EMS is built to support the
entire spectrum of organisational needs, from
meeting reservations and workspace hoteling,
to resource, event, and services management.
A highly configurable solution, EMS can be
aligned to fit your resources and workflows.
The EMS platform also serves as a single
system of record and integrates with nearly
every digital hardware vendor through APIs,
modules, and toolkits.

ARMORACTIVE: BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
FOR MOBILITY
ArmorActive delivers unique enclosures for
digital conference room scheduling. With
ArmorActive, you get:
Tablet mobility deployment expertise—
proven experience and knowledge to develop
cost effective and robust solutions for multiple
use cases within key vertical markets.
Market ready bundled solutions—solving
the unforeseen challenges with tablet mobility
deployments.
Strong partnerships with solution focused
software and hardware companies—our
goal is to support best-in-class technologies
enabling the right solution.

THE PERFECT COMBINATION
The EMS Room Sign App and the
ArmorActive Optica Pro LED Enclosure™
A part of the EMS Software platform, the Room
Sign App, is a simple yet powerful tool. The
app displays real-time meeting information
and room availability on touchscreen room
signs mounted outside reservable workspaces,
allowing users to:

Make on-the-go bookings
and reservation edits.

Work more efficiently,
enabling increased
productivity.

Gather important
utilisation data to inform
real estate and workplace
decisions.

Apple, Android, and Windows compatable, the
EMS Room Sign App is easy to install and use.
When devices are secured in the ArmorActive
Optica Pro LED Enclosure™, users are able
to see a room’s status easily from a distance
via the glowing rim LED indicator around the
enclosure. Together, the Room Sign App and
the Optica Pro LED Enclosure digitises your
spaces, helping to increase productivity and
differentiate your brand.

LEARN MORE ABOUT COMBINING EMS AND ARMORACTIVE
Contact us at +44-2033186928 or visit emssoftware.com to get started with a
conversation or demo showing EMS and ArmorActive working together.

